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Abstract: Recently, intelligent reflecting surfaces (IRSs) and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have
been integrated into wireless communication systems to enhance the performance of air–ground
transmission. To balance performance, cost, and power consumption well, a hybrid IRS and UAV-
assisted directional modulation (DM) network is investigated in this paper in which the hybrid IRS
consisted of passive and active reflecting elements. We aimed to maximize the achievable rate by
jointly designing the beamforming and phase shift matrix (PSM) of the hybrid IRS subject to the power
and unit-modulus constraints of passive IRS phase shifts. To solve the non-convex optimization
problem, a high-performance scheme based on successive convex approximation and fractional
programming (FP) called the maximal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)-FP (Max-SNR-FP) is proposed.
Given its high complexity, we propose a low-complexity maximal SNR-equal amplitude reflecting
(EAR) (Max-SNR-EAR) scheme based on the maximal signal-to-leakage-noise ratio method, and the
criteria of phase alignment and EAR. Given that the active and passive IRS phase shift matrices of
both schemes are optimized separately, to investigate the effect of jointly optimizing them to improve
the achievable rate, a maximal SNR majorization-minimization (MM) (Max-SNR-MM) scheme using
the MM criterion to design the IRS PSM is proposed. Simulation results show that the rates harvested
by the three proposed methods were slightly lower than those of the active IRS with higher power
consumption, which were 35% higher than those of no IRS and random phase IRS, while passive IRS
achieved only about a 17% rate gain over the latter. Moreover, compared with the Max-SNR-FP, the
proposed Max-SNR-EAR and Max-SNR-MM methods caused obvious complexity degradation at the
price of slight performance loss.

Keywords: hybrid intelligent reflecting surface; unmanned aerial vehicle; directional modulation;
beamforming; phase shift

1. Introduction

Wireless networks serve in a wide variety of civilian and military applications, and
have become an essential part of our routine [1,2]. Improving the performance of wireless
communication is a popular research topic. Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), thanks
to their low cost, high flexibility, and high probability of line-of-propagation (LoP) links,
have become an attractive means of improving air–ground transmission quality [3]. In
general, UAVs can not only act as base stations [4] and relays [5] to transmit or forward
signals, but can also be used for data collection [6] and positioning [7]. UAV transmis-
sion technology has been widely explored. For instance, the authors in [8] considered
the deployment of a cellular network in which UAV-to-UAV launch–receive pairs used
the sane spectrum as that of the cellular ground users’ uplink, and the performance of
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underlay and overlay spectrum sharing mechanisms was analyzed and compared. In [9], to
enhance the throughput of a single-cell multi-user orthogonal frequency division multiple
access network with single UAV while guaranteeing user fairness, an efficient method was
proposed that outperformed the random and cellular schemes in terms of user fairness
and sum rate. A UAV-enabled relay under malicious jamming was considered in [10], and
the successive convex approximation (SCA) algorithm was employed to maximize the
end-to-end throughput. However, UAV networks also present some challenges that impact
their performance. For instance, LoP links might be blocked, and UAV forwarding signals
increase the power consumption and affect the endurance of UAVs.

As an effective solution to the above-mentioned problems, intelligent reflecting sur-
faces (IRSs) have been explored as an intelligent and reconfigurable paradigm for future
wireless communications [11]. An IRS is a plane that consists of many reflective elements
that could intelligently tune the phase and amplitude of the incident signal to reconfig-
ure the wireless transmission environment, and is an energy and cost-efficient tool for
enhancing the performance of a wireless network. Driven by these advantages, IRS-aided
UAV networks have been widely investigated. To minimize the weighted sum bit error
rate of all IRSs, the authors in [12] considered a symbiotic UAV-aided IRS radio network,
and a relaxation-based scheme was proposed. In [13], two approaches were proposed to
maximize the spectrum and energy effectiveness of an IRS-aided UAV network by jointly
deriving a UAV trajectory, and active and passive beamforming, and the proposed methods
yielded better performance compared to that of the baselines. Security has also been re-
searched. A secure IRS-assisted UAV system was investigated in [14], and an SCA scheme
was proposed to maximize the secrecy rate (SR). With the aim of maximizing the average
SR of a secure IRS-aided UAV system in [15], the fractional programming and SCA methods
were applied to deal with the non-convex optimization problem. Different from the above
works that focused on a single user, a multi-user network that employed UAV and IRS to
support terahertz communication was considered in [16], and an iteration strategy was
proposed to maximize the minimal average achievable rate among all users.

Directional modulation (DM), which significantly boosts the rate of wireless commu-
nication systems, has evolved into a useful strategy for fifth-generation millimeter-wave
communication systems [17–19]. DM is capable of guiding standard baseband symbols
to the intended direction while warping the signal constellation diagram outside that
direction [20]. In [21], a signal was generated in a predetermined direction through tuning
the phase of each antenna element at the forefront of the radio frequency. The authors
in [22] sketched a process for determining how to convert antenna elements into sending
signals only in a given direction, and the DM array could transmit signals over a narrower
beam width compared to that of a traditional reconfigurable array. For the above works,
DM synthesis was desgined at the radio frequency frontend, which lacks flexibility. To
address this problem, the researchers transferred the design of DM synthesis from the
radio frequency frontend to the baseband. In [23], on the basis of maximizing the signal-
to-artificial noise (AN) ratio and signal-to-leakage-noise ratio approaches designed at the
baseband, an AN projection matrix and precoder vector were obtained to maximize the SR
of a multi-beam DM network. An AN-aided zero-forcing synthesis scheme that achieved
the dynamic characteristics of multi-beam DM through the random varying of AN vector
was proposed in [24], which was easier and more effective to implement than traditional
dynamic multi-beam DM synthesis methods are in wireless networks with a certain level
of performance loss. In [25], the authors investigated a DM system with malicious jamming
and proposed three receive beamforming algorithms to boost the SR.

In particular, conventional DM networks can only transmit single-bit streams, while
the emergence of IRS enabled DM networks to send multiple bit streams. An energy
and cost-efficient IRS can be employed to create multiple user-friendly and controllable
paths to transmit two-bit streams or increase the rate to enhance the performance of
DM systems. For example, in [26], to transmit two-bit streams from Alice to Bob and
maximize the SR of an IRS-assisted DM network, the precoder vectors and phase shift
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matrix (PSM) of the IRS were jointly devised with high-performance general alternating
iterative and low-complexity null-space projection algorithms. However, the design of
receiver beamforming was not investigated in [26]. To investigate the effect of receiver
beamforming on performance improvement on the basis of the system model of [26], the
authors in [27] proposed two optimization algorithms to maximize the receiver power
sum by jointly optimizing the PSM at IRS and receiver beamforming vectors at the user.
In [28], aiming to maximize the SR of an IRS-assisted multiple-input single-output (MISO)
DM network, the semi-definite relaxation method was utilized to derive the precoding
and IRS PSM when the location information of an eavesdropper is available. Thanks to a
combination with IRS, SR performance was significantly boosted.

However, all the above work was conducted on the basis of a fully passive IRS, and a
satisfactory achievable rate of the system may not be ensured due to the effect of “double
fading” in cascaded channels. To effectively combat this effect and enhance the performance
of passive IRS-aided wireless communication networks, a fully active IRS was recently
investigated [29–33], and the simulation results showed that active IRS achieved significant
performance improvements compared to a passive IRS. However, the higher rate achieved
by active IRS comes at the price of high hardware cost and power consumption [34]. To
overcome the limitations of fully passive and fully active IRSs, a hybrid active-passive IRS
was proposed [35]. The main idea of the hybrid IRS is employing some active elements
to substitute those of the passive IRS. Active elements with the signal amplification of
a hybrid IRS can effectively compensate for the cascade path loss (PL), and increase the
achievable rate [36]. In [37], to explore the potential of hybrid relay–IRS in helping single-
user mobile edge computing systems in computational offloading, an efficient scheme was
proposed to design received beamforming, IRS reflection coefficients, and computational
parameters, and the latency was dramatically reduced with the help of the IRS. In [38], a
hybrid IRS-assisted covert transmission network was proposed to boost the performance of
traditional covert communication networks, and an alternate algorithm with closed-form
expression was derived to obtain the transmission power and IRS PSM. Unlike previous
works that only considered single or multiple users and a single objective, a hybrid IRS-
aided integrated sensing and communication network with multiple users and objectives
was investigated in [39], aimed at maximizing the worst-case target illumination power; an
approach was proposed to design precoding and IRS coefficients.

In fact, an IRS needs to be installed on the surface of the object. However, when there
is no installation plane and/or emergency communication is needed, such as disaster relief,
mounting an IRS on an UAV is an effective way to solve this challenge. In this way, not
only can signal enhancement be achieved, but the position of the IRS can also be flexibly
adjusted, and signal coverage may be extended. Given the benefits of UAV and hybrid IRS
in terms of enhancing the performance of a wireless network, it is a reasonable choice to
combine them with a conventional DM network to balance the performance and power
consumption. So far, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, hybrid IRS and UAV-aided DM
systems have not been investigated yet. In this paper, we employ a hybrid IRS to further
enhance the performance of passive IRS-aided DM networks. The main contributions of
this work are summarized as follows:

1. To balance performance, cost, and power consumption well, a hybrid IRS and UAV-
aided DM system model is proposed. Aiming at maximizing the achievable rate, an
optimization problem of maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is established, and
the maximal SNR-fractional programming (FP) (Max-SNR-FP) method is proposed
to jointly optimize the transmit beamforming vector and hybrid IRS PSM by solving
one and giving another. In this scheme, the beamforming vector and passive IRS PSM
are derived via the SCA algorithm, and the active IRS PSM is computed with the
FP method.

2. Given the high computational complexity of the Max-SNR-FP scheme, a low-complexity
alternating iteration method named maximum SNR-equal amplitude reflecting (EAR)
(Max-SNR-EAR) is subsequently proposed. In this method, by utilizing the maximal
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signal-to-leakage-noise ratio (SLNR) criterion, the beamforming vector is obtained.
Then, the phases of passive and active IRS phase shift matrices are computed on the
basis of the criteria of phase alignment, while the amplitude of the active IRS PSM is
obtained via the EAR criterion.

3. Given that the passive and active IRS phase shift matrices of the proposed Max-SNR-
FP and Max-SNR-EAR methods were designed separately, to investigate the effect of
jointly optimizing them on performance improvement, low-complexity alternating
optimization algorithm Max-SNR-MM is proposed to maximize the achievable rate.
The majorization–minimization (MM) criterion was employed to optimize the hybrid
IRS phase-shift matrix. The simulation results clearly show that the achievable rates
harvested with the three proposed methods were higher than those without IRS,
random-phase IRS, and passive IRS. In addition, when the number of hybrid IRS
phase shift elements tended towards a large scale, the difference in achievable rates
among these three proposed methods was trivial.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the
system model of the hybrid IRS and UAV-aided DM network. Section 3 presents the Max-
SNR-FP scheme. The Max-SNR-EAR scheme is described in Section 4. The Max-SNR-MM
scheme is outlined in Section 5. We present the numerical simulation results in Section 6.
In Section 7, the conclusions are drawn.

Notations: in this article, vectors and matrices are shown in boldface lowercase
and uppercase letters, respectively. (·)∗, (·)T , (·)H , Tr(·), <{·}, λmax{·}, diag{·}, and
blkdiag{·} stand for the conjugate, transpose, conjugate transpose, trace, real part, maximal
eigenvalue of the matrix, diagonal, and block diagonal matrix operations, respectively. | · |
refers to the scalar’s absolute value or the matrix’s determinant. IN and CN×N stand for
the identity matrix and complex-valued matrix space of N × N, respectively.

2. System Model

As indicated in Figure 1, a hybrid IRS and UAV-aided DM network was considered
in which the IRS was installed on a UAV, assuming that the UAV operated at a sufficient
altitude, and all channels were line-of-propagation. There were a base station (BS) with
N antennas and a user Bob with single antenna. The hybrid IRS was equipped with M
elements that consisted of Ma active and Mp passive IRS reflecting elements (1 ≤ Ma ≤ Mp,
M = Ma + Mp). It was assumed that the active elements enabled adjustments in both the
amplitude and phase, while the passive ones only tuned the phase of the incident signal.
The signals that reflected more than or equal to twice on the hybrid IRS were negligible due
to the severe PL [40]. We supposed that all the channel state information was completely
accessible owing to the channel estimation [41].

Similar to a conventional fully passive IRS, it was assumed that each element of the hy-
brid IRS could independently reflect the incident signals. Let us denote the set of Ma active
elements by Ω. Θ = diag{θ1, . . . , θm, . . . , θM} ∈ CM×M, Ψ = diag{ψ1, . . . , ψm, . . . , ψM} ∈
CM×M, and Φ = diag{φ1, . . . , φm, . . . , φM} ∈ CM×M represent the reflection coefficients of
total elements, active elements, and passive elements of hybrid IRS, respectively, where

θm =

{
|βm|ejµm , if m ∈ Ω,
ejµm , otherwise,

(1)

µm ∈ [0, 2π) is the phase, and |βm| represents the amplifying coefficient that is subject to
the power of the IRS active elements. Let us define

θ = [θ1, . . . , θm, . . . , θM]H , ψ = [ψ1, . . . , ψm, . . . , ψM]H , φ = [ψ1, . . . , φm, . . . , φM]H , (2)

Ψ = EMa Θ, Φ = EMp Θ, (3)
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where

EMa + EMp = IM, EMa EMp = 0M, (4)

Non-zero elements of diagonal matrix EMa ∈ CM×M were a unity whose positions
were determined via Ω.

Figure 1. System diagram of hybrid IRS and UAV-aided directional modulation network.

The transmission signal at BS is expressed as follows:

s =
√

Pvx, (5)

where P represents the transmit power, v ∈ CN×1 and x are the beamforming vector and
the information symbol satisfying vHv = 1 and E[‖x‖2] = 1, respectively.

In the presence of the PL, the received signal at Bob is given by

yb = (
√

ρsrbhH
rbΘHsr +

√
ρsbhH

sb)s +
√

ρrbhH
rbΨnr + nb

=
√

P(
√

ρsrbhH
rbΨHsr +

√
ρsrbhH

rbΦHsr +
√

ρsbhH
sb)vx +

√
ρrbhH

rbΨnr + nb, (6)

where ρsrb = ρsrρrb represents the synthetic PL coefficient of BS-to-IRS channel and IRS-to-
Bob channel, ρsb and ρrb stand for the PL coefficient of BS-to-Bob channel and IRS-to-Bob
channel, respectively. nr ∼ CN (0, σ2

r IMa) and nb ∼ CN (0, σ2
b ) denote the complex additive

white Gaussian noise at the Ma active elements of the hybrid IRS and at Bob, respectively.
hsb ∈ CN×1, hrb ∈ CM×1, and Hsr = hrshH

sr ∈ CM×N represent the BS-to-Bob, IRS-to-Bob,
and BS-to-IRS channels, respectively. Let us define channel htr = h(θtr, ϕtr); normalized
steering vector h(θ, ϕ) is expressed as follows:

h(θ, ϕ)
∆
=

1√
N
[ej2πΦθ,ϕ(1), . . . , ej2πΦθ,ϕ(n), . . . , ej2πΦθ,ϕ(N)]T , (7)

where

Φθ,ϕ(n)
∆
= −

(
n− N + 1

2

)
d cos ϕ cos θ

λ
, n = 1, . . . , N, (8)

n stands for the antenna index, d represents the spacing of adjacent transmitting antennas,
θ means the directional angle of departure or arrival, ϕ is the pitch angle, and λ denotes
the wavelength.
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In accordance to (6), the achievable rate at Bob can be formulated as follows:

Rb = log2(1 + SNR), (9)

where

SNR =
P|(√ρsrbhH

rbΨHsr +
√

ρsrbhH
rbΦHsr +

√
ρsbhH

sb)v|2

σ2
r |
√

ρrbhH
rbΨ|2 + σ2

b

. (10)

The transmission power of all active elements at the hybrid IRS is given by

Pr = Tr
(

Ψ
(

ρsrPHsrvvHHH
sr + σ2

r IM

)
ΨH
)

, (11)

which satisfies Pr ≤ Pmax
r , where Pmax

r represents the maximal transmission power of Ma
active elements.

In this work, we maximize the achievable rate by jointly optimizing beamforming
vector v, passive IRS PSM Φ, and active IRS PSM Ψ. Since the logarithmic function is
monotonically increasing, the problem of maximizing the achievable rate can be degraded
to to that of maximizing the SNR, which is formulated as follows:

max
v,Φ,Ψ

SNR (12a)

s.t. vHv = 1, Pr ≤ Pmax
r , (12b)

|Φ(m, m)| = 1, if m 6∈ Ω, (12c)

|Φ(m, m)| = 0, otherwise, (12d)

|Ψ(m, m)| ≤ βmax, if m ∈ Ω, (12e)

|Ψ(m, m)| = 0, otherwise, (12f)

where βmax is the amplitude budget. Considering that this optimization problem is non-
convex with a constant modulus constraint, it is generally challenging to tackle it directly.
In what follows, an alternating optimization algorithm is proposed to compute the beam-
forming vector and hybrid IRS PSM.

3. Proposed Max-SNR-FP Scheme

In this section, to maximize the SNR, we present a Max-SNR-FP approach to jointly
optimize beamforming vector v, passive IRS PSM Φ, and active IRS PSM Ψ. In what
follows, we alternately solve for v, Φ, and Ψ.

3.1. Optimize v Given Φ and Ψ

First, we transform the power constraint in (12b) into a convex constraint with respect
to v as follows:

Pr = vH
(

ρsrPHH
srΨHΨHsr

)
v + Tr

(
σ2

r ΨΨH
)
≤ Pmax

r . (13)

Then, given Φ and Ψ, the optimal beamforming vector v is found by addressing the
following problem:

max
v

vHAv̄ (14a)

s.t. vHv = 1, (13), (14b)

where

A =(
√

ρsrbhH
rbΦHsr +

√
ρsrbhH

rbΨHsr +
√

ρsbhH
sb)

H

(
√

ρsrbhH
rbΦHsr +

√
ρsrbhH

rbΨHsr +
√

ρsbhH
sb). (15)
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It is clear that this problem is non-convex, and in accordance with the Taylor series
expansion, we have

vHAv ≥ 2<{v̄HAv} − v̄HAv̄, (16)

where v̄ is a given vector. Then, (14) can be recast as follows:

max
v

2<{v̄HAv} − v̄HAv̄ (17a)

s.t. vHv = 1, (13). (17b)

Given that Optimization Problem (17) is convex, we could obtain the optimal v by
adopting the CVX tool.

3.2. Optimizing Φ Given v and Ψ

In order to simplify the SNR expression with respect to the PSM Φ, we treated v and
Ψ as constants, and defined

B = (
√

ρsrbhH
rbΨHsr +

√
ρsbhH

sb)v. (18)

Then, the subproblem to optimize PSM Φ is

max
Φ
|√ρsrbhH

rbΦHsrv + B|2 (19a)

s.t. |Φ(m, m)| = 1, if m 6∈ Ω, (19b)

|Φ(m, m)| = 0, otherwise. (19c)

By defining

C = ρsrbdiag{hH
rb}HsrvvHHH

srdiag{hH
rb}H , (20)

and on the basis of the fact that diag {p}q = diag{q}p for p, q ∈ CM×1, the objective
function in (19) can be recast as follows:

φHCφ + 2<{√ρsrbφHdiag{hH
rb}HsrvB∗}+ |B|2. (21)

According to the Taylor series expansion, we have

φHCφ ≥ 2<{φ̄HCφ} − φ̄HCφ̄, (22)

where φ̄ is a given vector. In addition, similar to the results in [42], unit modulus Con-
straint (19b) can be relaxed to

|Φ(m, m)| ≤ 1, if m 6∈ Ω. (23)

At this point, Subproblem (19) can be rephrased as follows:

max
Φ

2<{φ̄HCφ} − φ̄HCφ̄ + |B|2 + 2<{√ρsrbφHdiag{hH
rb}HsrvB∗} (24a)

s.t. (23), (19c). (24b)

This convex problem can be solved directly with the convex optimization tool.

3.3. Optimizing Ψ Given v and Φ

To optimize Ψ, we regarded v and Φ as two given constants, and transformed the
power constraint in (12b) into a convex constraint on ψ as follows:
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Pr = Tr
(

Ψ
(

ρsrPHsrvvHHH
sr + σ2

r IM

)
ΨH
)

= ψT(ρsrPdiag{vHHH
sr}diag{Hsrv}+ σ2

r IM)ψ∗

≤ Pmax
r . (25)

By neglecting the constant terms, the subproblem with respect to Ψ is given by

max
Ψ

|(√ρsrbhH
rbΨHsr +

√
ρsrbhH

rbΦHsr +
√

ρsbhH
sb)v|2

σ2
r |
√

ρrbhH
rbΨ|2 + σ2

b

(26a)

s.t. (12e), (12f), (25). (26b)

Let us define

D = (
√

ρsrbhH
rbΦHsr +

√
ρsbhH

sb)v. (27)

Then, the objective function in (26) can be converted into

ψHCψ + 2<{ψH√ρsrbdiag{hH
rb}HsrvD∗}+ |D|2

σ2
r ρrb|ψHdiag{hH

rb}|2 + σ2
b

. (28)

Optimization Problem (26) became a nonlinear fractional optimization problem. On
the basis of the FP strategy in [43], we introduce parameter τ and transform Objective
Function (28) as follows:

ψHCψ + 2<{ψH√ρsrbdiag{hH
rb}HsrvD∗}+ |D|2

− τ(σ2
r ρrb|ψHdiag{hH

rb}|2 + σ2
b ). (29)

The optimal solution can be achieved if and only if ψHCψ+2<{ψH√ρsrbdiag{hH
rb}HsrvD∗}+

|D|2− τ(σ2
r ρrb|ψHdiag{hH

rb}|2 + σ2
b) = 0. We linearize the ψHCψ by employing the Taylor series

expansion at a given vector ψ̄; the subproblem with respect to Ψ can be recast as follows:

max
Ψ,τ

2<{ψ̄HCψ} − ψ̄HCψ̄ + 2<{ψH√ρsrbdiag{hH
rb}HsrvD∗}+ |D|2−

τ(σ2
r ρrb|ψHdiag{hH

rb}|2 + σ2
b )

s.t. (12e), (12f), (25). (30)

Problem (30) is convex and can be addressed effectively with the convex optimization tool.
The whole procedure of the Max-SNR-FP scheme is described in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Proposed Max-SNR-FP algorithm

1: Initialize feasible solutions v(0), Φ(0), and Ψ(0), and calculate achievable rate R(0)
b on

the basis of (9).
2: Set iteration number k = 0, accuracy value ε.
3: repeat
4: Given Φ(k) and Ψ(k), solve (17) to obtain v(k+1).
5: Given v(k+1) and Ψ(k), solve (24) to obtain Φ(k+1).
6: Given v(k+1) and Φ(k+1), solve (30) to obtain Ψ(k+1).
7: Compute R(k+1)

b on the basis of v(k+1), Φ(k+1), and Ψ(k+1).
8: Update k = k + 1.
9: until |R(k)

b − R(k−1)
b | ≤ ε.
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The overall computational complexity of the proposed Max-SNR-FP scheme, i.e.,
Algorithm 1, is O(L((M + 1)3 + 2MN2 + 2M2)In(1/ε) + M3 + N3 + 5M2 + 2MN + 2M +
2MN2) float-point operations (FLOPs), where L represents the numbers of alternating
iterations, and ε denotes the accuracy.

4. Proposed Max-SNR-EAR Scheme

In the previous section, we proposed the Max-SNR-FP method to maximize the
achievable rate by jointly optimizing beamforming vector v, IRS phase shift matrices Φ,
and Ψ. However, this comes with high computational complexity. Aimed at decreasing
complexity, the Max-SNR-EAR scheme with low complexity is proposed in this section.

4.1. Optimizing v Given Φ and Ψ

Given IRS phase shift matrices Φ and Ψ, in accordance with the principle of maxi-
mizing SLNR in [44], beamforming vector v can be optimized by tackling the problem
as follows:

max
v

SLNR =
vHEv

vH(σ2
b IN)v

(31a)

s.t. vHv = 1, (13), (31b)

where

E =ρsrbHH
srΦHhrbhH

rbΦHsr + ρsrbHH
srΨHhrbhH

rbΨHsr + hsbhH
sb. (32)

Since vHv = 1, the denominator in (31) can be regarded as a constant. According to
the Taylor series expansion and neglecting the constant terms, Problem (31) can be recast
as follows:

max
v

2<{v̄HEv} − v̄HEv̄ (33a)

s.t. vHv = 1, (13), (33b)

which can be addressed directly via adopting the convex optimization tool.

4.2. Optimizing Φ and Ψ given v

Given beamforming vector v, we first designed the phase of the hybrid IRS. The
confidential message received by Bob through the cascade path is expressed as follows:

PρsrbhH
rbΘHsrvvHHH

sr ΘHhrb. (34)

To maximize the confidential message of the cascade path, the phase alignment strategy
was employed to design the hybrid IRS phase θ̃; θ̃ is given by

θ̃ = [e(−iarg(s1)), . . . , e(−iarg(sm)), . . . , e(−iarg(sM))]T , (35)

where s = diag{hH
rb}Hsrv, and sm stands for the m-th element of s.

Next, inspired by the amplitude design of fully active IRS in [29], we supposed that all
active elements of the hybrid IRS had the same amplitude. On the basis of the IRS power
constraint in (12b), we have

|β| =
√

Pmax
r /Q, (36)

where

Q = Tr(θ̃
H
(ρsrPdiag{vHHH

srEMa}diag{vHHH
srEMa}H + σ2EMa EMa)θ̃). (37)
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On the basis of (35) and (36), we obtained the passive and active IRS PSMs as follows:

Φ = EMp diag{θ̃}, (38)

Ψ = |β|EMa diag{θ̃}. (39)

Similar to Algorithm 1, we calculate v, Φ, and Ψ alternately until convergence, i.e., |R(k)
b −

R(k−1)
b | ≤ ε. The overall computational complexity of Max-SNR-EAR scheme isO(K(2M2 +

N3 + 8N2M + 2MN) FLOPs, where K means the numbers of alternating iterations.

5. Proposed Max-SNR-MM Scheme

In Sections 3 and 4, the Max-SNR-FP and Max-SNR-EAR schemes are presented to
jointly calculate the transmit beamforming vector and IRS phase shift matrices, where
the active and passive IRS phase shift matrices are optimized, respectively. To investigate
the effect of the joint design of active and passive IRS phase shift matrices on system
performance enhancement, in this section, we propose low-complexity alternating iteration
scheme Max-SNR-MM to boost the achievable rate. In the following, on the basis of the
criteria of alternate optimization, we optimize v and Θ.

5.1. Optimizing v Given Θ

In accordance with (6), the received signal can be recast as follows:

yb = (
√

ρsrbhH
rbΘHsr +

√
ρsbhH

sb)s +
√

ρrbhH
rbΨnr + nb

=
√

P(
√

ρsrbhH
rbΘHsr +

√
ρsbhH

sb)vx +
√

ρrbhH
rbEMa Θnr + nb. (40)

Then, the SNR can be expressed as

SNR =
P|(√ρsrbhH

rbΘHsr +
√

ρsbhH
sb)v|2

σ2
r |
√

ρrbhH
rbEMa Θ|2 + σ2

b

. (41)

The transmission power of the hybrid IRS in (12b) can be reformulated as follows:

Pr = Tr
(

EMa Θ
(

ρsrPHsrvvHHH
sr + σ2

r IM

)
EMa ΘH

)
= vH

(
ρsrPHH

srEMa ΘHEMa ΘHH
sr

)
v + Tr

(
σ2

r EMa ΘEMa ΘH
)

≤ Pmax
r . (42)

Given the IRS PSM Θ, the optimization problem with respect to v is expressed
as follows:

max
v

P|(√ρsrbhH
rbΘHsr +

√
ρsbhH

sb)v|2

σ2
r |
√

ρrbhH
rbEMa Θ|2 + σ2

b

(43a)

s.t. vHv = 1, (42). (43b)

The form of Problem (43) is similar to that of Problem (14), since the denominator is
independent of v, and the same method was taken into account to address Problem (43).
For the sake of brevity, this is not repeated here.
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5.2. Optimize Θ Given v

Given beamforming vector v, we focus on optimizing the hybrid IRS phase shift matrix
Θ in this subsection. Let us define

θ̂ = [θ; 1], (44)

hb =

[ √
ρsrbPdiag{hH

rb}Hsrv√
ρsbPhH

sbv

]
(M+1)×1

, (45)

Hb =

[ √
ρrbdiag{hH

rbEMa}
01×M

]
(M+1)×M

. (46)

Then, the SNR in (10) can be reformulated as follows:

SNR =
P|(√ρsrbhH

rbΨHsr +
√

ρsrbhH
rbΦHsr +

√
ρsbhH

sb)v|2

σ2
r |
√

ρrbhH
rbΨ|2 + σ2

b

=
P|(√ρsrbhH

rbΘHsr +
√

ρsbhH
sb)v|2

σ2
r |
√

ρrbhH
rbEMa Θ|2 + σ2

b

=
|θ̂H

hb|2

σ2
r |θ̂

H
Hb|2 + σ2

b

. (47)

Accordingly, the power constraint in (25) can be reformulated as follows:

Pr = Tr
(

Ψ
(

ρsrPHsrvvHHH
sr + σ2

r IM

)
ΨH
)

= Tr
(

EMa Θ
(

ρsrPHsrvvHHH
sr + σ2

r IM

)
EMa ΘH

)
= θT(ρsrPEMa diag{vHHH

sr}diag{Hsrv}EMa + σ2
r EMa EMa)θ

∗

= θ̂
T

blkdiag{ρsrPEMa diag{vHHH
sr}diag{Hsrv}EMa + σ2

r EMa EMa ; 0}θ̂∗

≤ Pmax
r . (48)

Then, Optimization Problem (12) regarding Θ can be recast as follows:

max
θ̂

|θ̂H
hb|2

σ2
r |θ̂

H
Hb|2 + σ2

b

(49a)

s.t. |θ̂(m)| = 1, if m 6∈ Ω, (49b)

|θ̂(m)| ≤ βmax, if m ∈ Ω, (49c)

|θ̂(m + 1)| = 1, (48). (49d)

On the basis of the result in [45], i.e.,

In
(

1 +
|α|2

µ

)
≥ In

(
1 +
|ᾱ|2

µ̄

)
− |ᾱ|

2

µ̄
+

2<{ᾱα}
µ̄

− |ᾱ|
2(µ + |α|2)

µ̄(µ̄ + |ᾱ|2) , (50)

where ᾱ and µ̄ represent the fixed points, by neglecting the constant terms, the objective
function in (49) can be reformulated as follows:

2<{θ̂H
hbhH

b θ̂}
c

−
d(σ2

r |θ̂
H

Hb|2 + σ2
b + |θ̂H

hb|2)
c(c + d)

, (51)
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where c = σ2
r |θ̄

HHb|2 + σ2
b , d = |θ̄Hhb|2, and θ̄ stands for the fixed point. Let us define

W =
d

c(c + d)

(
σ2

r HbHH
b + hbhH

b

)
, u =

hbhH
b θ̂

c
. (52)

Then, Problem (49) can be reformulated as follows:

min
θ̂

θ̂
H

Wθ̂− 2<{θ̂H
u} (53a)

s.t. |θ̂(m)| = 1, if m 6∈ Ω, (53b)

|θ̂(m)| ≤ βmax, if m ∈ Ω, (53c)

|θ̂(m + 1)| = 1, (48). (53d)

In accordance with the MM algorithm in [46], we have

xHLx ≤ xHTx + 2<(xH(L− T)xt) + xH
t (T− L)xt, (54)

where T � L, and the equation holds when x = xt. Then, the objective function in (53) can
be recast as follows:

θ̂
H

Wθ̂− 2<{θ̂H
u}

≤ λmax(W)‖θ̂‖2 − 2<{θ̂H
(λmax(W)I−W)θ̄}+

θ̄
H(λmaxI−W)θ̂− 2<{θ̂H

u} (55)

≤ λmax(W)(Maβ2
max + Mp + 1) + θ̄

H(λmax(W)I−W)θ̄

− 2<{θ̂H
((λmax(W)I−W)θ̄+ u)}.

In accordance with (55), and neglecting the constant terms, Optimization Problem (53)
can be simplified into

max
θ̂
<{θ̂H

((λmax(W)I−W)θ̄+ u)} (56a)

s.t. |θ̂(m)| = 1, if m 6∈ Ω, (56b)

|θ̂(m)| ≤ βmax, if m ∈ Ω, (56c)

|θ̂(m + 1)| = 1, (48). (56d)

This can be addressed by utilizing an optimization toolbox, such as CVX. The whole
procedure of the Max-SNR-MM scheme is described in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Proposed Max-SNR-MM algorithm

1: Initialize feasible solutions v(0) and Θ(0), and calculate achievable rate R(0)
b on the basis

of (9).
2: Set the iteration number k = 0, and accuracy value ε.
3: repeat
4: Given Θ(k), solve (43) to obtain v(k+1),.

5: Given v(k+1), solve (56) to obtain θ̂
(k+1)

, and Θ(k+1) = diag(θ̂
(k+1)

(1 : M))∗.
6: Calculate R(k+1)

b on the basis of v(k+1) and Θ(k+1).
7: Update k = k + 1.
8: until |R(k)

b − R(k−1)
b | ≤ ε.
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The overall computational complexity of the proposed Max-SNR-MM algorithm is
O(G(4(M + 1)2 + N3 + 3N2 + 4N2M + 8MN) FLOPs, where G stands for the number of
alternating iterations, and ε denotes the accuracy.

6. Simulation Results

Simulation results are shown regarding the performance of three proposed schemes in
this section. Simulation parameters were as follows: N = 8, M = 128, Ma = 32, d = λ/2,
σ2

b = −70 dBm, σ2
r = 2σ2

b , P = 25 dBm, Pmax
r = 30 dBm. The base station, IRS (or UAV),

and Bob were located at (0, 0, 0 m), (100
√

2 m, 0 m, 100
√

2 m), and (110
√

3 m, 0 m, 110 m),
respectively. The PL at distance dab is given by ρ(dab) = PL0 − 10γlog10

dab
d0

, where γ
represents the PL exponent, and PL0 = −30 dB represents PL reference distance d0 = 1 m.
The PL exponents of all channels were 2. We selected the positions of the hybrid IRS active
elements to be Ω = {1, . . . , Ma}.

To measure the performance of the proposed schemes, the following benchmark
schemes were taken into account.

(1) No-IRS: Without the IRS, the channel matrix and vector of IRS-related links become
a zero matrix and zero vector, i.e., Hsr = 0 and hrb = 0, and only beamforming
is optimized.

(2) Random phase: the hybrid IRS PSM is set to Θ = [ejµ1 , . . . , ejµm , . . . , ejµM ], where µm
is randomly selected from [0, 2π), and only beamforming is optimized.

(3) Passive IRS: the number Ma of active IRS elements is equal to 0, and only beamform-
ing and passive IRS PSM are optimized.

(4) Active IRS: the number Mp of passive IRS elements is equal to 0, and only beamform-
ing and active IRS PSM are optimized.

First, the convergence behavior of the three proposed algorithms, namely, Max-SNR-
FP, Max-SNR-EAR, and Max-SNR-MM, is investigated. Figure 2 presents the comparison
of the convergence of the proposed algorithms at different base station powers: P = 20 and
25 dBm. Figure 2 shows that all proposed methods converged needing only a finite number
of iterations. Regardless of P = 20 or 25 dBm, the proposed Max-SNR-EAR and Max-SNR-
MM methods had faster convergence rates compared to that of the Max-SNR-FP method.

Figure 3 demonstrates the curves of the achievable rate versus the base station transmit
power P, where M = 32 and Ma = 10. This figure reveals that the achievable rates of the
three proposed methods and benchmark schemes increased as P gradually increased, and
the achievable rates of the three proposed methods and the existing method in [34] were
superior to those of the other benchmark methods of passive IRS, random-phase, and no
IRS. Their achievable rates were about 15% better than that of the passive IRS and about
25% better than those of the no-IRS and random-phase schemes when P = 20. In addition,
the achievable rate of the proposed Max-SNR-FP method exceeded those of the proposed
Max-SNR-MM method, the existing method in [34], and the proposed Max-SNR-EAR
method regardless of the value of P.

Figure 4 shows the curves of the achievable rate versus the IRS power budget Pmax
r

ranging from 20 to 30 dBm, where M = 32 and Ma = 10. The achievable rates of the three
proposed algorithms and the existing algorithm in [34] increased with the increase in
maximal transmission power Pmax

r . This was due to the fact that the hybrid IRS with active
elements achieved a greater performance gain with increasing Pmax

r . As Pmax
r increased,

the difference among the achievable rates of the proposed Max-SNR-FP, Max-SNR-EAR,
and Max-SNR-MM schemes, and the existing scheme in [34] gradually decreased. The
decreasing order of their achievable rates was: Max-SNR-FP, Max-SNR-MM, the existing
scheme in [34], and Max-SNR-EAR.
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Figure 2. Convergence of the proposed methods at different base station power levels.
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Figure 3. Achievable rate versus the numbers of IRS phase shift elements.

Figure 5 depicts the curves of the achievable rate versus the number M of hybrid
IRS phase-shift elements, where M = 2Ma. We compare the achievable rates of three
proposed methods with those of the benchmark schemes of active IRS, passive IRS, no IRS,
random-phase IRS, and the existing method in [34]. The achievable rates of the proposed
Max-SNR-FP, Max-SNR-EAR, and Max-SNR-MM schemes gradually increased with the
increase in M, and the first proposed scheme was better than the rest and the existing
method in [34]. The achievable rates of the three proposed schemes outperform those
of the passive IRS, random-phase IRS, and that without an IRS. In addition, when M
tended towards a large scale, the difference in achievable rates between the three proposed
schemes and active IRS gradually decreased. This was due to the fact that, when a limited
power budget is shared by a large number of active elements, the amplitudes of these
elements shrink.
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Figure 5. Achievable rate versus the numbers of IRS phase shift elements.

Figure 6 presents the achievable rate versus the number Ma of active elements on
the hybrid IRS of three proposed schemes and benchmark schemes. When M = 2, the
achievable rate of the proposed Max-SNR-EAR method was similar to that of the passive
IRS. The difference of the achievable rates between the proposed Max-SNR-MM method
and the existing method in [34] method was trivial regardless of the value of Ma. With the
increase in Ma, the hybrid IRS gradually transformed into an active IRS, and the achievable
rates of the three proposed methods and the existing method in [34] gradually increased,
while those of the passive IRS, random-phase IRS, and no IRS remained constant. This
reveals the advantages of active elements in hybrid IRS for enhancing the performance of
the system.

Figure 7 plots the curves of the computational complexity versus the number M of
hybrid IRS elements. This figure reveals that the difference between the computational com-
plexity of the proposed Max-SNR-EAR and Max-SNR-MM methods gradually increased
with the increase in M. Moreover, when M tended towards a large scale, the computational
complexities of the existing method in [34] and the proposed Max-SNR-FP method were far
higher than those of the proposed Max-SNR-MM and proposed Max-SNR-EAR methods.
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Figure 7. Computational complexity versus the numbers of IRS elements.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we investigated a hybrid IRS UAV-assisted DM network. To fully explore
the advantages of the hybrid IRS and maximize the achievable rate, three alternating itera-
tive schemes, namely, Max-SNR-FP, Max-SNR-EAR, and Max-SNR-MM, were proposed to
jointly design the beamforming vector, passive IRS PSM, and active IRS PSM by alternately
optimizing one and giving the rest. The active and passive IRS phase-shift matrices of the
first two proposed methods are optimized separately, while the third method optimizes
them jointly. The simulation results reveal that the achievable rates of the three proposed
methods increased with the number of hybrid IRS elements and were superior to those
of without IRS, random-phase IRS, and passive IRS. When the number of IRS phase shift
elements tended towards a large scale, the difference in achievable rates among the three
proposed methods was trivial. By comparing the three proposed schemes with the existing
scheme in [34], the decreasing order of their achievable rates is: Max-SNR-FP, Max-SNR-
MM, the existing scheme, and Max-SNR-EAR. The decreasing order of the computational
complexity is: the existing scheme, Max-SNR-FP, Max-SNR-MM, and Max-SNR-EAR.
An extension to optimize multi-user hybrid IRS and UAV-aided DM networks will be
considered in our future work.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

IRS Intelligent reflecting surface
UAV Unmanned aerial vehicle
DM Directional modulation
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio
FP Fractional programming
Max-SNR-FP Maximum SNR-FP
EAR Equal amplitude reflecting
Max-SNR-EAR Maximum SNR-EAR
MM Majorization-minimization
Max-SNR-MM Maximum SNR-MM
PSM Phase shift matrix
LoP Line-of-propagation
SCA Successive convex approximation
SR Secrecy rate
AN Artificial noise
PSM Phase shift matrix
MISO Multiple-input single-output
PL Path loss
SLNR Signal-to-leakage-noise ratio
BS Base station
FLOPs Float-point operations
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